Scratch Lessons:

Scrolling Background, Part 2
1. Two problems you might have noticed with your game so far:
- When you scroll too far in either direction, the background turns white
- Your character cannot move around the screen (only the background moves)
Let’s start with the scrolling problem. Remember that scrollX = 0 at the beginning of our game. As our
character moves to the right, scrollX gets more and more negative. In order to keep the backgournd scrolling
(even when we get to our last background), we will set scrollX back to 0 when it reaches the last background.
Begin by finding the scrollX value when it reaches the the last background.
Diagram 1- Start of of game

Diagram 2- End of game
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As you can see from diagram 2, the scrollX value for my last background is -1880.

IMPORTANT: The scrollX of your background will probably be different! It depends on how many backgrounds you have. To find out your scrollX value have your character walk until your last background and
then look at your scrollX value.

Now, your code should read:
If your character’s scrollX value is less than -1880 (or whatever your value is), set the value back to 0.

A
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Next do the opposite: If your character’s scrollX is greater than 0, set it back to -1880.

B
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2. Next up, let’s get our character moving back and forth on the screen-- without going too far off the screen.
First, have your character move 3 steps when the left key is pressed and 3 steps when the right key is pressed.
A

3. Notice the x value when your character reaches the edge of the
stage. It is 222.
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Thus, have your character’s x value set to -222 when it is reaches the end of the screen (x=222). This way,
your character is placed back at the beginning of the screen.

Stage
x = -222

x = 222

Thus your code should read: If your character’s x-position is more than 222, place your character at -222.

A
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4. Also, you need to program the opposite: when your character goes too far to the left (past the beginnning of
the stage), it should re-appear at the end.

Stage
x = -222

x = 222

Thus your code should read: If your character’s x-position is less than -222, place your character at 222.

A
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